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NEW FOR 2014 ARCHER XTREME™ LADY XTREME BOW SIGHT 

AXT’s Quality and Durability Combine in a Sight Designed For the Xtreme Huntress  
 
The plain and simple truth of the matter is one sight is not perfect for all archers. Whether it’s size, weight or style, ladies 
have different requirements and preferences than men. In response to requests from the most xtreme female shooters, 
Archer Xtreme has introduced the Lady Xtreme 40 sight: an xtreme bow sight made just for her.  
 
Ladies who take to the field with bow in hand demand the same level of quality and durability as men. Having the 
lightest, most technologically advanced sight ultimately means having an Archer Xtreme sight. The new AXT Lady 
Xtreme is fully machined from solid 6061T6 aluminum providing an unparalleled level of strength and precision without 
the weight and bulk of other archery sights on the market. Building on the rugged exterior, AXT included four 
encapsulated fiber sight pins. This will easily accommodate spot-on aiming for long distances, making the AXT Lady 
Xtreme suitable for bowhunting and target applications. 
 
The AXT Lady Xtreme is stout enough to keep pace with women rugged enough to tackle the most xtreme hunts, yet 
showcases just a hint of a woman’s refined softer side.  For example, the AXT Lady Xtreme features a pink two-inch HD 
sight ring that is as pleasing to the eye as it is functional to providing an accurate shot. The four .019-inch fiber optic 
pins are built with AXT’s Center Core technology, and may be lighted with a strong or soft illumination as the situation 
dictates thanks to the included Micro LED sight light. 
 
No functional feature was left out of the AXT Lady Xtreme. With a quick twist of an Allen screw, the AXT Lady Xtreme is 
fully micro adjustable via the ergonomically designed elevation and windage adjustment knobs. Precision adjustment is 
further aided thanks to AXT’s laser etched reference marks on both the adjustment knobs and sight body. 
 
The AXT Lady Xtreme is drilled and tapped to readily accept a one-piece bow quiver. The sight mount features multiple 
mounting locations for a customized shooting experience and allows the serious lady archer to perfectly match the HD 
Sight Ring with her peep for increased accuracy or range — in the field or on the target range. 
 
For more information on the Archer Xtreme Lady Xtreme or Archer Xtreme’s full selection of high-performance sights, 
quivers, stabilizers and archery accessories, please contact: Archer Xtreme at P.O. Box 328 Belgrade, MT 59714. · 
Telephone: (406) 924-6113 · Or visit www.archerxtreme.com. 
   
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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